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Corey Taylor has had it. Had it with the vagaries of human behavior and life in this postmodern

digital blanked-out waiting room that passes for a world. Reality TV, awful music, terrible drivers,

megamalls, airports, family reunions, bad fashion choices, other people's monstrous children, and

badly-behaved "adult" human beings are warping life in the twenty-first century into an

often-unbearable endurance test of one's patience, fortitude, and faith. Funny, profane,

blasphemous, and above all right on target, You're Making Me Hate You is pure Corey Taylor

unleashed, exposing the underbelly of human depravity in all its ragged glory.
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Praise for You're Making Me Hate YouExaminer.com, 7/1/15&#147;An entertaining

read.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Sonic Sound Magazine, 7/7/15&#147;An enjoyable read that will have you nodding in

agreement and chuckling at Corey&#39;s expletive-filled, but justifiable rants.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Popmatters,

9/1/15&#147;Taylor&#39;s third book takes a critical and shameless look at the state of

society&#133;The selling point here is his grouchy, comedic take on the human condition, but the

real depth comes from Taylor&#39;s keen awareness and humanity. While nobody can be the

authority on people watching, in his detail Taylor comes very close. &#133;his power comes from

his wicked smarts and observational skills he calls, &#147;anthropological researchÃ¢â‚¬Â•.

You&#39;re Making Me Hate You is a fun read&#133;Ã¢â‚¬Â• --This text refers to an alternate

Paperback edition.



Corey Taylor is the author of two New York Times bestsellers, Seven Deadly Sins and A Funny

Thing Happened on the Way to Heaven. Lead singer of rock bands Slipknot and Stone Sour, Taylor

has earned 11 Platinum records, 43 Gold records, and a Grammy. A native of Iowa, he spends his

time between there, Las Vegas, and his suitcase.TheCoreyTaylor.com

Corey Taylor takes thoughts on human life to a whole new level. It is a vulgar yet expertly written

look into what makes sane people unbearably angry at the rest of our species. It is a perfect mix of

gut busting humor and serious food for thought. Incredible book and no doubt the best I've read in a

long time.

Exactly what I expected from a Corey Taylor book. I'm sure some people are shocked by some of

his opinions but most likely he's just saying things that we have all thought of at some point but

didn't say out loud. A few of his points definitely made me change my perspective about how people

just don't care about anything except themselves and winning the rat race.

My daughter has actually started reading a real live BOOK and put down her phone! This was

purchased for her 16th birthday, per her request.

Book is ok. He's funny at times but it's just him bitching about stupid things that stupid people do. I

hear enough of that every day.

Love this book, defintely would recommend it to any fan of Corey Taylor, or anyone who wants a

good read with some laughs and serious notes in it too.

It's not the same as 7 deadly "sins" but since I enjoy the way he views the world in general it's a

nice read. It's good to see literature in a very authentic, everyday human voice. It's like listening to a

guy over coffee go off about the world in as fair and balanced a way as he knows how. It's

everything it says it is on the cover. You like it or you don't and it doesn't matter much either way.

Truly a genius look at Corey's mind - I agreed with so much of what he said that I started to wonder

if I'm cantankerous too. He writes like he thinks, so it's a very easy book to follow. I laughed out loud

more than a few times and I can honestly say that about maybe 4 books. He sounds British from



time to time, which was weird because he is from Iowa but since I love British humor and slang it

just made the book that much more enjoyable for me.

I LOVED the book and I LOVE the man! CMFT is not only an extremely talented music artist he is

also a great author! Intelligent, insightful, hilarious and has a gift for calling it as he sees it and does

not hold anything back! If you are easily offended this book is NOT for you but if you're not, you will

love his wit, sarcasm and insanely funny take on the current state of the human race. I didn't really

want it to end- it was that damn entertaining for me!
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